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Egan’s Notion of Romantic Understanding (RU) 

 

(1) Literacy and Greek alphabetic invention 

Greeks use writing to aid thinking while others used only for recording, thus “Greek miracle”. 

(p. 76 – 77) 

(2) Examples of literacy without deep thinking 

 Via, Liberia (p.77) 

 Cree, Canada (p.77) 

 India (p.78) 

R: The assumption of Greek alphabetic literacy as technological advance does not go 

unchallenged. Chinese, not alphabetic, can develop as much sophisticated thinking. Even in 

science, alphabets is not necessary, symbols are! 

(3) Romantic understanding defining characteristics 

An outgrowth from mythic to rational thinking. 
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(p. 81) 

(4) Romantic understanding “does not provide a full understanding of events (p.84) 

This is somewhat similar to romanticism with emotion, mythic. 

(p. 84) 

(5) Egan’s conception of romantic understanding (p.85) 

Young children (age 1 – 3 or 4) see themselves as a centre and things revolve around them; we 

call it egocentric (cry = someone comes over; “milk” = things to drink, move = things or vision 

changes, shut eyes = hiding = do not see things = nothing). As they grow older (aged 4 up) they 

realize an autonomous reality. Slowly, they want to establish or form a context. 

 

Thus Egan challenged the conventional view that: 

 

His argument: 

 

His view is that children want to establish a frame of limits of reality and then a sense of security. 

(6) Romantic understanding as creating mental representation 

It is a holographic picture to “represent stubborn reality”. Myths are part of its templates. 
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(p. 86) 

(7) Romantic understanding adds human qualities to provide security 

(p. 90) 

(8) Romantic understanding in Western tradition: Whitehead and Affective Component 

Understanding now becomes a “holograph metaphor...... amenable to ever-increasing clarity” 

(p.91). Egan brought in Whitehead and the Western tradition to characterize romantic 

understanding. 

(p. 91) 

He also sees romantic understanding with an affective component. 

(p. 91) 
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(9) Romantic Understanding 

p. 94  Point 35: Romantic Rationality 

 Romantic understanding as early form of rationality 

“Romantic understanding is distinctively rational and distinctively non-mythic – apart 

from its lack of magic.” (p. 95) 

Homer – tell story, poetic criteria 

Herodotus – narrative and real 

Both evoke emotion 

 

 

 

               (p. 95) 

R: In a sense, modern journalism is romantic understanding (p. 96) 

(10) Point 39: Literacy supports romantic understanding but dismisses mythic view 

 

 

(p. 97) 

Western consciousness – away from Garden of Eden and “innocence lost” alienation 

 

 

 

 

 

                 (p. 98) 

 


